Abstract-Isotope diffusion in a mineral is strongly temperature dependent but is also a function of grain size. Deformation must therefore be an important consideration in the interpretation of isotopic data because it provides a means of modifying grain size and shape.
INTRODUCTION
The absolute ages of individual deformation events are fundamental to our understanding of the rates of deformation processes and tectonic histories. Radiometric-dating Reddy and Potts (1999) 20/06/06 grain boundaries ( Fig. 2h ) (Eisbacher 1970 , Lister & Snoke 1984 , Gibson 1990 . As deformation proceeds the new boundaries may migrate inwards reducing the grain size of the porphyroclast still further ( Fig. 2h ) (Lister & Snoke 1984) . Thus, this form of recrystallisation results in marked grain size reduction and although the ends grow, it is at the expense of the original grain. Similarly, large numbers of small grains may grow around the edges of the porphyroclast ( Fig. 2i ) (Lister & Snoke 1984) . In such cases, the grain size reduction of the host is not as great but the new grains have much smaller sizes in comparison to grain boundary migration recrystallization (Fig. 2h ). These mechanisms are important in isotopic studies because they produce marked changes in grain size and closure temperature. These mechanisms may lead to complete recrystallisation where, the grain almost retains its original shape but the orientation of the (001) planes is changed ( Fig. 2j ) (Etheridge & Hobbs 1974 , Lister & Snoke 1984 . Although this does not necessarily lead to grain size reduction the recrystallisation process may expel argon and isotopically reset the grain.
Dislocation-accommodated deformation mechanisms may have a complex effect on isotope systematics. At a fundamental level, diffusion of isotopes along dislocations is significantly faster than volume diffusion (Lee & Aldama 1992 , Lee 1995 . Dislocation migration through mineral lattices may also sweep along inert gases such that argon migration is related to the migration rate of dislocations and therefore stress and strain rate. These complexities are beyond the scope of this paper and we only consider the results of dislocation-accommodated deformation mechanisms in terms of grain size variations.
Several authors have reported the presence of discontinuities at a high angle to the (001) planes in micas (Fig. 2k) . Wilson & Bell (1979) and Bell & Wilson (1979) described the segmentation of biotite and, using transmission electron microscopy, Shea & Kronenberg (1992 , 1993 and Christoffersen & Kronenberg (1993) were able to demonstrate that the pile up of dislocations could produce dislocation walls in biotite. Shea & Kronenberg (1993) also noted that these walls were occasionally fractured and discontinuous fractures have been found in white micas (Bell & Wilson 1981) and biotite (Wilson & Bell 1979 , Bell & Wilson 1981 . It is difficult to evaluate the effects of these microstructures; they may enhance the diffusion of argon at right angles to the (001) but if the discontinuities terminate within the grain they may have little or no effect. However, if they form a connected network they may reduce the effective grain size by providing fast diffusion pathways (Lee & Aldama 1992 , Lee 1995 .
The production of subgrains ( The cataclastic deformation of mica will lead to grain size reduction. However, due to the marked diffusional anisotropy for argon diffusion in white mica, we have drawn a distinction between cleavage fracture processes ( Fig. 2c) and fracturing perpendicular or at a high angle to (001) (Fig. 2m) . In the latter case the fractures may be the result of crack propagation (Mares & Kronenberg 1993) or grain boudinage (Wilson & Bell 1979 , Behrmann 1984 , Lister & Snoke 1984 and produce a greatly reduced grain size. Thus, these processes may significantly reduce T c . In addition to the above mechanisms, deformation may also lead to the nucleation and crystallisation of new mineral grains. Neocrystallisation of micas during deformation is widely recognised (Bell 1979 , Behrmann 1984 , Lister & Snoke 1984 and is an important process in argon dating because such grains should contain no radiogenic isotope component at the time of deformation.
A common but complex microstructure in deformed micas is kinking (Fig 2k) ( Etheridge & Hobbs 1974 , Cosgrove 1976 , Wilson & Bell 1979 , Bell & Wilson 1981 , Bell & Rubenach 1983 , Lister & Snoke 1984 , Bell et al. 1986 , Gibson 1990 , Kanaori et al. 1991 , Shea & Kronenberg 1992 , Mares & Kronenberg 1993 , Shea and Kronenberg 1993 , Li et al. 1994 ). The maximum grain size in kinked micas will be dependent upon the half-wavelength of the kink structure. However, the minimum grain size associated with kink band boundaries will be controlled by grain boundary migration, diffusive mass transfer, fracture mechanisms and possibly subgrain rotation recrystallisation taking place in the kink band boundary (e.g.
Bell et al. 1986
). The interactions of this range of mechanisms would be expected to significantly affect argon isotope systematics around kink bands. High spatial resolution argon dating from around such microstructures appear to confirm this (Reddy et al. 1996) . In the simplest case, kinking will lead to a general decrease in T c throughout the deformed grains and the distribution of variations in T c will be related to strain variations in the deformed grains. As kinking is directly linked to slip on (001), the formation of kink bands is also strongly orientation dependent. Therefore there is likely to be an orientation dependence on T c and therefore on preserved isotopic ages.
The above discussion outlines some of the characteristics that particular deformation mechanisms possess and in particular illustrates the potential for the different mechanisms to modify grain sizes in deforming micas in different ways. As grain size is an important control on T c , then it is clear that some deformation mechanisms will have a significant effect on isotope systematics while others will not. However, the significance of the different deformation mechanisms will be dependent upon the temperature at which the deformation takes place, the closure temperature of the original grains and the modification of the closure temperature by the deformation process. The effects of these factors are discussed in the following section.
RELATIONSHIPS OF DEFORMATION, DIFFUSION AND THERMAL HISTORY
In this section, we discuss the potential importance of deformation -isotope diffusion relationships by considering the timing of deformation in relation to the thermal history of a set of model samples. In these models we only consider volume diffusion in white mica (diffusion parameters from Hames & Bowring (1994) ). In all cases, we have assumed a predeformational grain radius of 1mm and, where relevant, a grain radius reduction to 0.1mm.
The effects of grain coarsening are also described qualitatively based on these results.
Throughout we assume a 10°C/Ma cooling rate. These values yield T c of 445°C and 368°C for 1mm and 0.1mm grains respectively. We discuss a very simple system comprising a metamorphic event in which three deformation events have taken place. The three events (D 1 , Reddy and Potts (1999) 20/06/06 temperature), the grain still has a finite age (c. 1 Ma) due to the mismatch in the relative rates of radiogenic argon production and loss by diffusion.
For D 2 , deformation takes place at T c . However, because there is no change in grain size (Fig.2a) or effective grain size (Fig 2b & c) the final age will be identical to that above and the grain will yield a cooling age. Coincidentally in the case of D 2 , the final age is within 1 Ma of the deformation age but this is simply because we have chosen to look at deformation taking place at T c . The same cooling age is observed for deformation at D 3 . Consequently, for the case in which there is no change in grain size and no resetting of isotope systems by the active deformation mechanisms, no deformation age can be obtained.
Deformation-Induced Neocrystallisation
In our next example, we assume that deformation is associated with neocrystallisation and that these new grains have a final grain radius of 1mm. In the case of D 1 , our results are identical to a previous example and the final age will be a cooling age. In the case of D 2 , the new grains grown at their closure temperature will undergo the loss of some radiogenic argon component during the early stages of cooling. Modelling (not shown here) shows the difference between the real deformation age and the apparent grain ages to be of the order of 1 Ma. The exact figure has a grain size dependence and would change if we were to consider growing different size new grains at a different temperature (but still at their closure temperature). In the case of D 3 , where deformation and grain growth has occurred 50°C below T c (Fig. 4b) , only the outermost 0.2 mm of the grain undergoes any argon loss after the deformation event (Fig. 4b (i) ). The final age is a close approximation to the age of deformation ( Fig. 4b (ii) ). In this scenario of new grain growth, it is important to emphasise that an age approaching the deformation age will only be obtained when deformation (i.e. neocrystallisation) occurs below the closure temperature of the grains that are growing during the deformation. Furthermore, the magnitude of the discrepancy between the deformation age and the apparent age (Fig 4 b (ii)) will be controlled by the difference between T c and the temperature at which the deformation takes place.
The above models of neocrystallisation are clearly an oversimplification. Dynamic crystallisation of new mica grains is likely to produce a range of grain sizes that may be contaminated by relict pre-deformational micas of a different age. However, careful analysis of mica microstructure and grain size distributions prior to argon analysis may allow these complications to be accounted for. This has recently been illustrated by an excellent and detailed study of neocrystallisation of white mica during deformation by Dunlap (1997) .
Deformation associated with a change in grain size
Again, we consider three deformation events taking place at different parts of the T-t path ( Fig. 3 ) but now we consider the effects of grain size changes during deformation. We have modelled the effects of grain radius reduction from 1mm to 0.1mm. As outlined earlier both plastic and brittle deformation mechanisms can lead to grain size reduction. However we can distinguish two different scenarios; firstly deformation in which the mechanism itself does not give rise to isotopic re-equilibration (e.g. cataclasis, Fig 2l) and secondly mechanisms in which the isotope systematics are reset (e.g. dynamic recrystallisation processes such as grain boundary migration recrystallisation).
For the case of a prograde deformation event (D 1 ) with a temperature significantly below the thermal peak, both types of mechanism will result in cooling ages. The final age of the sample will date the time at which the sample passes through the closure temperature of Reddy and Potts (1999) 20/06/06 the reduced grain size (368°C) not the original grain size (Fig 4c (i-iii) ). All of the radiogenic argon produced within the grain is lost by diffusion during the metamorphic peak and the start of argon accumulation takes place 15 Ma after the deformation event. This contrasts the earlier prograde example (Fig 4a) where the rate of argon diffusion across the larger grain was sufficiently slow to preserve a small apparent age in the core of the grain. The reduction in grain size in this example changes the time of closure, compared to the 1mm grain of Fig.   4a , by c. 8 Ma. The discrepancy between the deformation age and the argon age would be c.
23 Ma.
For deformation around the original closure temperature of the 1mm grains (D 2 ), the decrease in grain size significantly reduces T c and opens all of the grains to isotopic diffusion.
Analysis of deformed white micas will again yield cooling ages that correspond to the closure temperature for the 0.1mm grains.
For D 3 , the interpretation of whether the reduced grains yield deformation or cooling ages will depend upon the temperature of the deformation and T c of the deformed grains. If the temperature of deformation is higher than T c for the 0.1mm grains (368°C), the grains will be reset and will record a cooling age. If T c of the 0.1mm grains (368°C) is significantly higher than the temperature during deformation then there is a further complication. We must consider whether the deformation mechanism producing the grain size reduction isotopically resets the grain or not. In the case where T c of the 0.1mm grains is higher than the temperature of deformation and deformation mechanisms reset the grains isotopically then the measured age will be a deformation age. Where the deformation mechanism does not reset the grain, the radiogenic argon accumulated between original closure of the 1mm grain and the time of deformation will contribute to the measured age. The measured age will also contain an argon in a closed system produces changes in effective grain size of relict grains (as described in (d) and (e)). Overgrowths will consist of new material that did not possess radiogenic argon at the time of growth. In (f) the overgrowths increase the effective grain size but in (g) they have little or no effect. Robbins ( 1972) Hames and Bowring (1994) Kirschner et al (1996) b)
